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We might have the meal plan of Abc Sea Food Dim Sum from Arlington in the photos. A list of the dishes and
drinks can be found further down. Are you currently at Abc Sea Food Dim Sum or planning a visit? Help us by

publishing the menu here. What User likes about Abc Sea Food Dim Sum:
We stopped in for a late lunch, looking for dim sum in the Arlington area. Luckily they still had some they could
serve around 3 pm. Our server was accommodating and made sure we were able to get everything we wanted.
Everything was seasoned as expected. The tap water and ice tasted filtered, and were quite refreshing. It's an
older restaurant in a retail center. Overall it wasn't the best dim sum I've had, but it hi... read more. What User

doesn't like about Abc Sea Food Dim Sum:
very only OK had much higher hopes based on reviews and the menu. please note that nothing was wrong the
flavors simply did not pop . helpful staff and live dim sum cards moving throughout during our lunch visit. read

more. In Abc Sea Food Dim Sum from Arlington, you can enjoy versatile, fine Chinese cuisine that's traditionally
prepared in a wok, and you can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine. Courses are usually prepared

in a short time for you and brought to the table.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Appet�er�
FRIED TOFU

P�z�
TEXAS

Mai� course�
CRAB

Sid� dishe�
STICKY RICE

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Tapa�
EGGPLANT

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

TOFU

BEANS

GREEN BEANS

SEAFOOD

SCALLOPS

BEEF
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